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Introduction 

Global warming awareness, environmental and waste 

issues management are some of the reasons for the 

increasing worry about waste recycling. Due to the large 

volume consumption of plastics, the treatment of the 

resulting solid waste is becoming a major concern. 

Polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) constitute a 

significant part of the solid waste, i.e. they are two of the 

most abundant polymers in waste. Their separation in 

common waste recovery operations is very difficult. 

Moreover, complete separation is sometimes impossible. 

Recycling them as a blend, on the other hand, provides a 

possible direction to reduce the impact of plastic wastes 

[1-5]. 

Several authors have studied PE/PP blends, including 

blends of PP with HDPE, LDPE and LLDPE [6-9]. These 

components are immiscible and incompatible, and due to 

their poor interfacial adhesion, their applications are 

limited. Morphology and crystallization mechanisms have 

been studied, finding that these blends showed two 

different endothermic peaks by DSC, droplets of minority 

component in a matrix of another constituent by SEM and 

characteristics crystallographic peaks by DRX. 

Mechanical properties of these blends not only depend 

on the component’s characteristics but also on the blend 

composition and processing method, i.e mixing, extrusion, 

injection molding, compression molding and their 

processing parameters (such as temperature, pressure and 

speed).  The composition ratio between PE and PP will 

give different mechanical properties to the final blend due 

to the contribution of each phase. On one hand, largest 

elongation and toughness provided by PE phase, and on 

the other hand, greatest crystallinity and stiffness provided 

by PP phase, which are desired simultaneously [6-10]. 

The aforementioned is completely related to each other 

since the processing conditions regulates the final blend 

morphology, and this in turn controls mechanical 

properties. Variation of morphology makes it possible to 

obtain diverse mechanical properties for similar blends 

(similar composition ratio, compatibilization, processing 

parameters). 

The compatibilization process between phases is an 

important aspect of these blends. There are several works 

in literature that focus on the use of different amounts  

of thermoplastics or elastomeric copolymers for 

compatibilization. It was found that the incorporation of a 

compatibilizer agent had an good influence on the blend`s 

mechanical properties. Tensile parameters were found to 

be better due to the improvement of the copolymer in 

interfacial adhesion and load transfer between phases. In 

addition, it was found that elastomeric copolymers can 

also improve impact strength [1,3,11-13]. 

Due to the increasing interest in these blends,  

it is therefore essential to understand the processing/ 

morphology/performance relationship of PP/PE blends 

with the aim to improve them. Here relies the novelty of 

our work. Our proposal is to select one blend composition 

with a good thermal/mechanical performance, to be used 

as a matrix of a ternary compound, to which recycled 

elastomeric particles will be added in order to get an 

engineering composite. Following this idea, this work is 

focused on the relationship between material morphology 

and tensile behavior, both under static and dynamic 

loading conditions, of PP/LLDPE blends with varying 

relative content. 



  

 
Experimental 

Materials and blends preparation  

Commercial linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) 

Dowlex IP20 (MI = 20 gr/10 min (190°C/2.16kg) from 

Dow Argentina, and polypropylene (PP) 1100SC (MI = 

25gr/10 min (230°C/2.16kg) from Cuyolen Petroquìmica 

Cuyo, Argentina, were used in this work. Block 

copolymer 2630PC (MI = 20gr/10min (190°C/2.16kg) 

from Cuyolen, was used as compatibilizer. 

PP and PE pellets were manually premixed in a 

container and then mixed in a twin screw extruder, with 

temperatures from hooper to die equal to 150, 170 and 

200°C and a rotational speed of 80 rpm. Obtained blends 

and neat homopolymers were then processed using a 

Multiplast 10T molding machine equipped with a double 

gated injection mold. Plaques of 60 mm width, 100 mm 

length and 2 mm thick were obtained. Processing 

parameters were set as: injection temperature = 210 ºC; 

injection speed = 45 mm/s; injection pressure = 22 MPa; 

injection time = 3 s; packing pressure = 21 MPa; packing 

time = 15s; cooling time = 20s; mold temperature =  

20ºC. In order to assess the influence of the compatibilizer 

on homopolymer properties, plaques of homopolymers 

with 5wt.% of compatibilizer were also processed. Studied 

materials are detailed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Composition and nomenclature of the samples analyzed. 

Sample PE (wt%) PP (wt%) Copolymer (wt%) 

PE 100 0 0 

PE-cop 95 0 5 

7525 72.5 22.5 5 

5050 47.5 47.5 5 

2575 22.5 75.2 5 

PP-cop 0 95 5 

PP 0 100 0 

Morphology and microstructure 

To observe the obtained microstructure some samples 

were notched, frozen in liquid nitrogen and cryo-fractured. 

Micrographs of the cryo-fractured surfaces were taken 

with a Jeol JSM 6460 scanning electron microscope 

(SEM), after they had been coated by a thin layer of gold. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed with a Phillips 

X’PERT MPD diffractometer in reflection mode (Cu K" 

radiation $ = 1.5418 Å, generator voltage 40 kV, current 

40 mA, sample to detector distance 240 mm) to observe 

the PP structure in the skin and the core of the injected 

pieces. 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) analysis was 

carried out with a Pyris 1 Perkin Elmer under nitrogen 

atmosphere. Samples were heated from 50 to 200ºC at 

10ºC/min and then crystallinity was determined. 

Parameters for melting of PE and PP compounds were 

obtained using custom software. The detailed 

methodology has been previously reported in Canedo et 

al. [14] and widely tested in the literature [15-18]. The 

percentage crystallinities of LDPE and PP in blends were 

calculated using the relationship: 

% 𝐶𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  (∆𝐻𝑓
𝑜𝑏𝑠 ∆𝐻𝑓

0⁄ )100. 𝛷          (1) 

where ∆𝐻𝑓
𝑜𝑏𝑠  is the observed heat of fusion, ∆𝐻𝑓

0 is the 

heat of fusion for 100% crystalline LDPE (293 J/g) or PP 

(207J/g), and 𝛷 is the weight fraction of constituent. 

Mechanical testing 

Obtained materials were tested in uniaxial tension under 

both quasi static and dynamic loading conditions. Dog-

bone specimens were cut from molded plaques following 

melt flow direction (MD).  

Quasi-static tensile tests were performed in an Instron 

universal testing machine (Model 5982), in accordance 

with ASTM D638 standard recommendations. Data for 

yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and Young`s 

modulus were obtained from tests carried out at a 

crosshead speed of 5mm/min. 

Tensile impact tests were also performed on 

dumbbell specimens by following ISO 8256 standard 

recommendations at 1 m/s in an Amsler pendulum  

(19.6 J). 

Post morten fracture surfaces were observed by SEM, 

after they had been coated by a thin layer of gold. 

 

Results and discussion 

Morphology and microstructure 

SEM micrographs of cryo-fractured surface of neat 

polymers and blends are presented in Fig. 1. As PP has a 

limited compatibility with LLDPE, small voids formed on 

the fracture surface because of the pullout of LLDPE 

droplets from the matrix during cryofracture [19]. Then, 

morphology varies from the typical particulate 

morphology of minority phase for 2575 and 7525 blends 

to a co-continuous like phase for 5050 blend, similarly to 

what was previously observed by other authors [3,20-22]. 

In the case of 7525, PP particles of less than 1μm diameter 

in a LLDPE matrix can be easily observed, while 2575 

presents polyethylene droplets of 200 nm dispersed in a 

PP matrix.  

As previously said, processing parameters greatly 

influence morphology of processed materials. High 

extrusion screw speed induces smaller size of the 

dispersed component, i.e. a finer morphology. However, 

this refinement in morphology has a limit at which no 

further second phase size reduction is obtained. Other 

authors obtained particle size similar to ours by using a 

screw speed of 100 rpm [23] while screw rotation speeds 

of 60 rpm induces bigger second phase sizes [3,6]. It 

seems that the used screw speed of 80 rpm was enough to 

attain a good refinement of second phase.  

Regarding 5050, inside the co-continuous structure, a 

morphology that recalls a ‘‘salami’’ structure is observed, 

with big particles of one phase containing small particles 

of the other constituent, immersed in a matrix of the same 

constituent. This type of morphology has been largely 

described for high impact polystyrene (HIPS) [24], and 

also described it as occlusions. In all blends, some tendon 



  

 
like strings are observed holding particles into matrix 

holes in higher magnification SEM micrographs. These 

strings are evidence of interfacial adhesion between 

phases [19] maybe because of a certain amount of 

miscibility due to the presence of the compatibilizer. 

Regarding the morphology near the weld line, differences 

were observed between 7525 and 2575 blends (Fig.1b). 

Elongated particles are present probably due to the 

elongation stresses induced by flow during mold filling. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of cryo-fractured surface for all blends,  

(a) away from weld line, (b) at the weld line zone. 

The effect of the blending ratio on thermal behavior of 

injected samples is shown in Fig. 2a, along with 

crystalline melting temperatures. Pure LLDPE and PP 

exhibit one main melting peak at 123.8 and 168 ºC, 

respectively. Two separated endothermic peaks are 

observed in all LLDPE/PP blends, which is an additional 

indication of incompatibility between both polymers. The 

intensities of melting peaks are directly related to the 

respective amount of PP and LLDPE phases. A small 

shoulder appears at the lower temperature region in 

LLDPE. In addition, the melting temperature of PP 

changes with blending. The presence of PP does not 

influence the melting temperature (Tm) of LLDPE, but the 

addition of LLDPE causes the shift to lower values of the 

melting temperature of PP, this shift varying between 0.9 

and 2.8ºC. Similar observation was reported in the 

literature [1,2,13] and considered as an indication of 

partially miscibility between LLDPE and PP, especially in 

LLDPE rich blends. 
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Fig. 2. DSC results, (a) representative heating curves, (b) variation of 

relative percentage crystallinity. 

Mechanical properties of blends may be considerably 

affected by the degree of crystallinity and the type of 

crystals present [25]. The influence of the blending ratio 

on the crystallinity of each component can be observed in 

Fig. 2b. It is seen that the crystallinity of PP and LLDPE 

is not affected by presence of the compatibilizier (PECOP 

and PPCOP). Moreover, the crystallinity of PP remains 

almost constant for varying LLDPE content. The 

crystallinity of LLDPE, in contrast, decreases with the 

incorporation of the other constituent. Similar results have 

been previously reports by others [25]. This can be due to 

the fact that upon cooling, PP crystalizes first (at 

approximately 130°C), within a PE that is in the melting 

state, i.e. it barely obstructs PP spherulites growth. On the 

other side, LLDPE crystallizes in between already formed 

PP spherulites, i.e. in a complicated path, that being the 

reason of its lowering crystallinity [2,6]. Unlike 

compression molding, where polymers cystalize from a 

quiescent melt and the morphology is spherulitic, in 

injection molding, polymers crystalize from a melt that 

(a) 

(b) 



  

 
has been exposed to flow, shear and temperature variation. 

As a result, the crystallinity of our blends processed by 

injection molding are higher than that of blends processed 

by compression molding [6]. Moreover, melt temperature 

and mold temperature affect the temperature gradient and 

shear rate in injection molding, two variables which are 

expected to influence crystallization [26]. Temperature 

gradient is also affected by part thickness and geometry. 

Therefore, it is not always possible to make a direct 

comparison with others results. However, the same trend 

was found in literature for similar blends [12,22].  

X-ray diffractograms of all samples (Fig. 3) exhibit the 

characteristic diffraction peaks of the monoclinic  phase 

of PP at scattering angles 2 of 14.2 (110), 17.1 (040), 

18.6 (130), as well as characteristic crystalline peaks of 

orthorhombic crystals of LLDPE at 21.4 (110) and 23.7 

(200) [27,28]. This clearly suggests that the characteristic 

crystals of PP and LLDPE are retained, namely, the 

intrinsic crystal structure of both PE and PP are not 

influenced by the presence of the other constituent [29]. 

Moreover, surface and core reflections are similar, 

indicating similar crystal morphology development all 

over the injected pieces. 
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Fig. 3. X-ray diffractograms of investigated blends. 

Tensile performance 

All samples exhibited typical ductile behavior under 

quasi-static tensile loading, with a maximum in the stress-

strain curve related to the initiation of necking. Values of 

yield strength and Young`s Modulus, as determined from 

tensile curves, are shown in Fig. 4a as a function of 

composition. Tensile parameters are found to be very 

dependent on the blend composition, increasing with 

increasing PP content, due to the higher stiffness and 

crystallinity of this polymer [5]. It is also observed that 

yield strength and Young´s Modulus values vary 

following the rule of mixtures [5,6,12]. Elongation at 

break is plotted versus composition in Fig. 4b. The 

addition of the compatibilizer does not affect the 

elongation at break of pure homopolymers. However, the 

ductility of blends are lower than that of homopolymers, 

i.e. blends fail much more quickly than pure PP and 

LLDPE. The necking during stretching of a polymer is, in 

fact, an expression of the yield behavior of the material 

mainly attributable to the morphological structure and the 

nature of the interface between the two phases [22].  

The observed negative deviation from a rule of mixtures 

demonstrates the embrittlement common in incompatible 

plastic blends [12]. 
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Fig. 4. Quasi-static tensile results as a function of blend’s composition, 

(a) Yield strength and Young`s Modulus, (b) elongation at break 
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Fig. 5.  Impact strength for blends.  

Regarding tensile impact response, impact strength 

values were determined from load vs time curves and are 

presented in Fig. 5. Impact strength is observed to be 

independent of blend composition and similar to that of 

pure LLDPE and PP. The same trend was observed by 

some authors [22], but it is contrary to others’ authors 

findings [3,5,12,19]. They found that blend toughness is 



  

 
similar to that of pure PE in blends containing up to 20% 

of PP, but it decreases with increasing amount of PP. They 

attributed this behavior to both the ductile-brittle transition 

at 50/50 PE/PP composition and low adherence between 

phases. However, there is a very important difference 

between literature works and our work: other works are 

based on Izod or Charpy impact tests, while our work 

deals with tensile impact tests, which involves a much 

more severe stress environment. That is the reason why 

our results are not comparable with literature results. This 

fact is confirmed by Shan et al. [22], who evaluates 

impact response by means of three configurations (Izod, 

Charpy and biaxial falling weight) and found different 

tendencies for the same materials. 

Even though impact strength is observed to be 

independent of blend composition, it is noticeable that 

standard deviation significantly increases with blending. 

This behavior can be explained by the fact that higher PP 

amount causes fracture mode to change from ductile to 

brittle starting at 50% PP, which was proved by SEM 

(Fig. 6), and also to the low adherence between phases. 

Typical fracture surfaces as observed by SEM of 

impact loaded samples are shown in Fig. 6.  In this figure 

a microscopic image and a further amplification of each 

material are presented to identify deformation 

mechanisms. In the case of LLDPE, stretching and 

deformation along with recovering after fracture can be 

seen. In 7525 blend a macroscopic plastic deformation, 

due to chain stretching is observed. The 5050 blend 

presented two behaviors: ductile and brittle, indicating that 

this blend is in the ductile-brittle transition regime under 

impact loading. This behavior is probably due to the co-

continuous morphology developed during processing in 

this blend. As the PP content increases, a decrease in the 

stretching and deformation is observed. Finally, in both 

2575 and 7525 blends, the cavities observed on the 

fracture surface suggest that second phase droplets were 

easily pullout from the other phase when blends were 

deformed during impact [12,19]. Strength values remain 

constant although plastic deformation is greater as LLDPE 

content increases, revealing that LLDPE has little 

toughening effect on PP [19]. 

Morphology/tensile performance relationship 

Mechanical performance of a polymer blend is mainly 

determined by crystallinity, morphology and interfacial 

properties. An increase in crystallinity would induce 

higher modulus with lower strain at break. In addition, 

when small particles are obtained, better adhesion with the 

matrix is achieved because of an increase in interfacial 

area [9]. Moreover, interfacial properties depend on the 

compatibilization degree and are responsible for efficient 

stress transfer between phases [25]. 

The compatibilized PP blends obtained in this work 

have higher modulus and yield strength than LLDPE, 

indicating that the addition of a small amount (25 wt.%) of 

PP results in a high  reinforcement of LLDPE as it was a 

stiff filler, increasing tensile parameters in about 50%. In 

other words, the addition of 25 wt.% of PP has a 

significant effect on blends’ tensile properties under quasi-

static loading conditions. It seems that the PP spherulitic 

structure extending in all directions reinforces the PE 

phase like a fibrous filler. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Fracture surfaces of blends under impact tensile loading, as 

observed by SEM. 



  

 
The role of the adhesion between phases is also evident 

when analyzing the overall tensile behavior. In our blends, 

adhesion is enough to achieve a good load transfer at low 

deformation levels, but insufficient to maintain the 

deformation at any tensile speed, i.e. both in quasi-static 

and impact conditions.  

Another factor that has been shown to influence tensile 

performance is the size of the particle inclusions. In fact, 

the 2575 which has smaller particles than 7525 blend, 

displays a slightly higher elongation at break than the 

other blends. Particle size is determined by processing 

parameters, among other factors. For example, changing 

the temperature profile during compounding can change 

the relative viscosity ratio and, therefore, the domain size 

and mechanical performance [12]. An advantage of adding 

compatibilizers is that they tend to stabilize morphology 

and reduce the variability of the blend´s morphology. This 

seems to be one of the reasons why our values of 

mechanical properties are different from  values reported 

by other authors [19,25]. 

5050 blend, with a co-continuous morphology, exhibits 

the lower tensile performance. At high tensile loading 

speed (impact tests) it is in the ductile-brittle transition 

regime, and at low tensile loading speed (quasi-static tests) 

exhibits the lower deformation at break. This is because 

there is a maximum in blends incompatibility when both 

components are present at their maximum content [6], due 

to coalescence phenomenon. At higher content of the 

dispersed phase, particles increase in size since particles 

recombination depends on their collision probability.  

If the content of the dispersed phase diminishes, particles 

collision probability and recombination also does [6]. 

Conclusion 

Through this work, the tensile behavior of LLDPE/PP 

blends was studied. Blends present a biphasic morphology 

but each blend composition leads to a different 

microstructure, with the 5050 blend exhibiting a co-

continuous morphology with a “salami” structure. A 

decrease in LLDPE crystallinity degree was observed due 

to the obstruction generated by the already crystallized PP. 

Tensile properties of the blends are significantly 

affected by the blend’s composition. Then, different 

mechanical behaviors were observed, that varied from 

ductile to brittle under both quasi-static and dynamic 

loading conditions. Tensile performance was found to be 

directly related to the morphology of each blend. 

In a next work, the blend with the most reliable 

behavior, 7525, will be used to obtain a ternary composite 

reinforced with recycled rubber particles obtained from 

scrap tires. 
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